
Atrauman® Silicone is a wound contact layer made of 
a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) net as the carrier 
material, coated on both sides with a silicone gel.
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Atrauman® Silicone

Especially useful in dermatology as well as for 
patients with sensitive skin and those sensitive to 

certain medications.
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Atrauman®  

Wounds Awareness Week 
26th July to 1st August 2021

Burns and Scalds

 50Bx

 5BxNon-adherent

Suits wounds of any type

Prevents sticking

Pervious for exudate

Can be cut to size and conformable

Suitable in conjunction with Negative Pressure 

WOUNDCARE SPECIAL



Silver-containing triglyceride ointment coated dressing 
made of hydrophobic polyamide lattice tulle, coated 

with elemental silver.

The sustained and controlled release of silver ions 
ensures fast killing of all bacteria with the added 

benefit of effective exudate management.
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ATRAUMAN® AG

BIATAIN® AG 
NON-ADHESIVE  

 10Bx

 5Bx

Antibacterial effect 

Neither sensitising nor allergising 

Effect lasts for at least 7 days

Hydro-activated silver ions

Will conform down to a 2cm wound depth

Requiring no interface 

Provides superior exudate management for faster 
wound healing. A soft and flexible foam with bevelled 
edges significantly lowers the risk of pressure marks.
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BIATAIN®  
NON-ADHESIVE FOAM

5Bx

Absorption and retention properties 

 Swells and conforms to the wound

Superior exudate management 

On contact with exudate, converts to a soft, 
cohesive gel that conforms closely to the wound bed 

for optimal infection control. 
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BIATAIN® ALGINATE AG

Five  
sizes

Suits a variety of wounds

Cavity filling for wounds at-risk of infection

Broad antimicrobial profile



Zetuvit® Plus is a wound dressing suitable for the 
management of heavily exuding wounds, containing 

Super Absorbent Polymers (SAP)  
for high absorbency.

DryMax® Extra Soft is the number one dressing  
from Absorbest, manufactured in Sweden.  

It has a broad range of uses and  
excellent features. 
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ZETUVIT® PLUS DRYMAX®  
EXTRA SOFT

10Bx 25Bx

Reduces malodour and absorbs bacteria

Ideal under compression

The largest dressings can hold up to 3 litres

Suits heavily exuding wounds

Prevents exudate strike-through

Absorbent core

ACTICOAT™ 7  

ACTICOAT™ 7 is an anti-microbial dressing 
consisting of an absorbent layer sandwiched 

between 3 layers of silver coated, low adherent 
polyethylene net.
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Wear Time - 7 days

 Antimicrobial primary contact layer 

Easy to remove

PolyMem® inhibits the development of pain, 
inflammation and swelling in both superficial and 
deep tissues beneath the areas of skin to which  

it is applied
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POLYMEM® SILVER

15Bx

Keeps the wound bed moist

Cleanses, fills and absorbs

non-adherent

12Bx



USL PRODUCT MANAGER

0800 658 814   uslmedical.co.nz

SINEAD BLEE 
WOUNDCARE 
sineadblee@uslmedical.co.nz 
021 642 403

Pricing & Availability All pricing excludes GST. All items are subject to availability. We will inform you as soon as possible if the goods 
you have ordered are not available or if shipment may be delayed. All prices are subject to change without notification. Due to the 
time sensitive and unpredictable nature of events, we are unable to offer price protection. All orders incur a $12 freight charge, plus 
orders under $75 incur a minimum order charge of $20.


